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Abstract

As professional science becomes increasingly computa-

tional, researchers and educators are advocating for the

integration of computational thinking (CT) into science

education. Researchers and policymakers have argued

that CT learning opportunities should begin in elemen-

tary school and span across the K-12 grades. While

researchers and policymakers have specified how stu-

dents should engage in CT for science learning, the

success of CT integration ultimately depends on how

elementary teachers implement CT in their science les-

sons. This new demand for teachers who can integrate

CT has created a need for effective conceptual tools

that teacher educators and professional development

designers can use to develop elementary teachers'

understanding and operationalization of CT for their

classrooms. However, existing frameworks for CT inte-

gration have limitations. Existing frameworks either

overlook the elementary grades, conceptualize CT in

isolation and not integrated into science, and/or have

not been tested in teacher education contexts. After

reviewing existing CT integration frameworks and
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detailing an important gap in the science teacher edu-

cation literature, we present our framework for the

integration of CT into elementary science education,

with a special focus on how to use this framework with

teachers. Situated within our design-based research

study, we (a) explain the decision-making process of

designing the framework; (b) describe the pedagogical

affordances and challenges it provided as we

implemented it with a cohort of pre- and in-service

teachers; (c) provide suggestions for its use in teacher

education contexts; and (d) theorize possible pathways

to continue its refinement.

KEYWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

As computational thinking (CT) continues to become an integral part of scientific investigations
(Denning, 2017), researchers, educators, and policymakers are advocating for integrating CT
into public K-12 education—particularly into science education (National Science and Technol-
ogy Council [NSTC], 2018). The focus on science as a fertile ground for CT integration is associ-
ated with a proliferation of computational branches of science and a recognition that
computers are increasingly a part of the practice of science. And, while these initiatives to inte-
grate CT into science focus on preparing students to engage in CT, the preparation of teachers is
instrumental to successfully provide CT learning opportunities for all science students (Bybee &
National Science Teachers Association [NSTA], 2010).

Efforts to prepare teachers to integrate CT have illuminated some effective strategies and
some limitations of existing approaches. For example, CT modules in pre-service education and
professional development (PD) programs are typically successful at increasing teachers' confi-
dence in their ability to integrate CT, communicating a basic understanding of CT definitions,
and encouraging teachers to attempt CT integration in their classrooms (Ketelhut et al., 2019;
Mouza et al., 2018; Yadav et al., 2011, 2018). However, the diversity of CT definitions available
and the lack of clarity on its pedagogical applications can create confusion and promote diverg-
ing operationalizations (Bower & Lister, 2015; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Rich et al., 2020).
Teacher educators and PD designers are especially affected by this ambiguity as they have to
adapt conceptual tools designed for various grade levels and disciplines to the particular con-
texts of their teachers (e.g., Hestness et al., 2018).

For example, teacher educators and PD designers who aim to prepare teachers to integrate
CT into elementary science instruction are forced to combine a diverse set of guiding resources.
Some conceptual tools describe the nature of CT (e.g., Barr & Stephenson, 2011; Computer Sci-
ence Teachers Association & International Society for Technology in Education, 2011), others
define CT integration for middle and high-school levels (e.g., Sengupta et al., 2013; Weintrop
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et al., 2016), others promote general scientific practices for elementary school (National Science
and Technology Council [NSTC], 2018; NGSS Lead States, 2013), and yet others address issues
of teacher learning and pedagogical content knowledge in general (e.g., Clarke &
Hollingsworth, 2002; Hammerness et al., 2012; Mishra & Koehler, 2006). In this article, we aim
to address this need for teacher educators and PD designers.

After establishing the importance of CT integration into elementary science and the litera-
ture gap for a conceptual tool to guide this work, we present our framework for the integration
of CT into elementary science education, with a special focus on how to use this framework
with teachers. Specifically, we (a) explain the decision-making process of designing the frame-
work, (b) describe the pedagogical affordances and challenges it provided as we implemented it
with a cohort of teachers, (c) provide suggestions for its use with pre- and in-service teachers,
and (d) theorize possible pathways to continue its refinement.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW AND MOTIVATION

To situate the contribution of this article in science education, we briefly review how CT is posi-
tioned within science learning and how opportunities to engage with CT practices within the
elementary years may help address equity issues in science and computing participation. Then,
we review literature examples of efforts to integrate CT into elementary science and to prepare
teachers for that task. We finish this section with a review of existing frameworks that can guide
the preparation of teachers to integrate CT into science instruction and the framework gap that
motivated this work.

3 | CT FOR SCIENCE LEARNING

CT has multiple and contested definitions (Tedre & Denning, 2016). A review by Grover and
Pea (2013) identified consensus in the literature around the main elements of CT such as com-
putational abstractions, systematic processing of information, problem decomposition, iteration,
conditional logic, and debugging (p. 39). Wing (2006), who reintroduced the term into educa-
tional debates in 2006, advocated for CT as a skill for “everyone, not just computer scientists”
(p. 33) because the practices associated with CT could help students solve problems in all disci-
plines and even their daily lives. And, while some researchers have studied how to integrate CT
into compulsory education broadly (Voogt et al., 2015), others have focused on the specific
value of engaging students in CT in service of disciplinary learning. Integrating CT into an exis-
ting discipline can avoid the challenge of adding a new obligation to an already-packed curricu-
lum where instructional time is limited and contested (Lee et al., 2020).

One discipline that researchers have identified as especially synergistic with CT is science
education—as reinforced centrality of computational practices within professional science
(e.g., computational biology, computational astronomy, computational neuroscience;
Denning, 2017). Researchers and educators have advocated for computational methods and CT
practices to be included in science education to prepare students to engage in modern science
(Lee et al., 2020).

In other words, the main components of CT are in line with a modern view of science edu-
cation focused on scientific and engineering practices, where we do science. This is illustrated
by the inclusion of CT as part of NGSS key science and engineering practices (NGSS Lead
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States, 2013). Stakeholders promoting the integration of CT into science see it as a valuable
group of practices that are “at the core of scientific discovery and innovation in a world driven
by technology” (Lee et al., 2020, p. 2).

With this goal, researchers have investigated how middle and high-school students can
engage in CT and develop the skills that are necessary in today's professional sciences. For
example, researchers have studied how students can develop an understanding of both physics
and computing by using a “collaborative, computational STEM learning environment”
(Hutchins et al., 2020, p. 83); learn about natural selection by designing algorithms that mimic
the selection process (Peel et al., 2019); and use computational modeling tools to advance their
understanding of food webs (Rachmatullah & Wiebe, 2021). But, while these studies largely
focus on students who are already enrolled in science education opportunities, our work focuses
on promoting these CT learning opportunities for students before middle-school—a fundamen-
tal and needed approach as we explain below.

3.1 | CT to expand participation in science and computing

In addition to positioning CT as a tool for science learning, we attend to research on how
engagement with CT during elementary school years can foster a competency and confidence
with both science and computing. It is well known that people of different races, ethnicities,
and genders do not participate equally in science and computing careers (Code.org et al., 2021;
Google Inc. & Gallup Inc., 2016). This trend in professional science is preceded by unequal
interest in science in K-12 contexts (Anderson, 2017).

Research has indicated that engaging in CT learning has the potential to help elementary
students feel like they can successfully participate in the computing and science opportunities
that arise in middle- and high-school. Specifically, providing these opportunities during forma-
tive years may be crucial for the development of interest in science and a scientific identity,
which researchers believe can serve as a predictor of participation in future science learning
opportunities (Vincent-Ruz & Schunn, 2018). Because students begin to define their academic
identities and interests in middle school by participating in elective courses and afterschool pro-
grams, intervening before they make these decisions can impact the choices they make from an
academic menu. Focusing on CT in the service of science learning and to develop competency
and confidence with computing in young students, we turn to a review of efforts to integrate
CT into elementary science.

3.2 | CT integration in elementary science

One promising way of providing early CT opportunities in science education is by integrating
CT practices into K-5 science curricula and instruction. Researchers and educators have investi-
gated how elementary school students can engage with CT within science education. Across
these initiatives, CT integration into science can be conceptualized as spanning three different
levels (Waterman et al., 2019): Exist, where typical science education already engages students
in some CT practices; Enhance, where instruction is enriched with activities that engage stu-
dents in CT; and Extend, where CT is an integral part of science learning.

To clearly illustrate the kinds of integration that we aim to achieve in all science classrooms,
we focus below on reviewing cases of integration at the Extend level. In these cases, CT is
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presented as an integral part of science education—mimicking the increasingly central role that
computing plays in professional science. As the highest level of integration, initiatives at this
level illustrate the kinds of opportunities best suited to both engage students in CT as a way to
learn science and foster their competence and confidence in computing during formative years.

An exemplar of CT integration into elementary science at the highest level—Extend—is
provided by Dickes et al. (2019). In this study, the researchers created a unit of fifteen 50-min
lessons where students explored an ecosystem within an immersive virtual environment. Stu-
dents also engaged with a 2D agent-based modeling environment where they use programming
to control the behaviors of animals in the environment and see the outcomes in the ecosystem.
The researchers created the unit and trained teachers to use these environments by providing
PD opportunities. The authors demonstrate different moments of “transformative modeling”
where students transform the disciplinary content from one type of representation to another.
Overall, this extensive implementation resulted in students advancing their understanding of
both the scientific concepts of the curriculum and the purpose and mechanisms of computa-
tional models.

Basu et al. (2015) provide another example of how CT can be integrated as a powerful way
to learn science. Conducting their study in a “teacher-led, multi-domain classroom” of fifth
graders, they demonstrate how students used a computational simulation and modeling envi-
ronment to construct and test models on the topics of Kinematics and Ecology. The researchers,
along with their partner teacher, provided science and CT resources to supplement students'
engagement with the modeling environment. They also provided some “front-of-the-class and
individual help” to support students in their model development. Pre-post assessments showed
positive effects on students' learning of both scientific content and CT skills.

While these studies demonstrate that CT can be a productive tool for learning science, they
also reveal that integrating CT at the Extend level requires significant expertise in science and
CT; freedom and time to design extensive curricular units; and classroom support for imple-
mentation. Logically, a model where researchers dedicate extensive amounts of time to support
a targeted teacher is not scalable and unfit to prepare all teachers to provide CT learning oppor-
tunities for all students. Instead, the widespread integration of CT depends on our ability to
develop scalable strategies to prepare teachers to integrate CT into their science instruction.

3.3 | Preparing teachers to integrate CT in elementary science

Multiple studies have investigated how best to prepare teachers for the task of integrating CT
into elementary science instruction. Some researchers have focused on modifying existing uni-
versity courses to prepare cohorts of pre-service teachers to integrate CT. Others have created
PD opportunities for in-service teachers. The types of learning opportunities provided in both
types of interventions have been fairly consistent. For example, across pre- and in-service inter-
ventions, researchers have created activities that provide teachers with opportunities to learn
about CT as a concept and how to integrate it into disciplines (Bower et al., 2017; Chang &
Peterson, 2018; Curzon et al., 2014; Israel et al., 2015; Mouza et al., 2017; Yadav et al., 2014).
Others have provided CT activities like programming robots (Gadanidis et al., 2017; Sadik
et al., 2017), creating Scratch animations (Adler & Kim, 2018; Jaipal-Jamani & Angeli, 2017),
and using data through Citizen Science activities (McGinnis et al., 2020).

Taken together, these studies have shown that interventions in teacher education can
increase teachers' self-efficacy in integrating CT, their content knowledge about CT, and their
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ability to design CT-infused lessons. However, the educators in these studies often adopted dif-
ferent sources to define CT for their own contexts and, in doing so, exposed the difficulties that
teacher educators have when selecting appropriate pedagogical and conceptual tools for instruc-
tion. The sources of CT definitions used to prepare teachers range from lists or taxonomies of
practices that make up CT (e.g., Computer Science Teachers Association & International Soci-
ety for Technology in Education, 2011; Weintrop et al., 2016) to theoretical frameworks that
explain conceptual and pedagogical relationships between CT and science learning
(e.g., Sengupta et al., 2013). To discuss these sources as a group of literature, we use the term
framework to refer to them as it reflects the common goals that these articles have: to provide a
definition of CT that aims its integration into education contexts.

The variance in CT frameworks used in teacher education interventions creates disparate
experiences for teachers. For example, Mouza et al. (2017) leaned on the TPACK (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006) framework to define the kinds of knowledge that their pre-service teachers
would need to integrate CT effectively into their classrooms. On the other hand, Jaipal-Jamani
and Angeli (2017) focused on the abstraction aspect of CT and how robotics could help develop
abstracting skills. Logically, these two approaches resulted in different types of activities that
promoted teachers' CT learning. Therefore, to demonstrate the variability and limitations
that exist in the CT framework literature, we turn our attention to the most prominent sources
that teacher educators have available to present and define CT for teachers.

3.4 | Existing CT frameworks and definitions

When tasked with preparing teachers to learn and teach CT, teacher educators can rely on a
multitude of guiding documents and scholarship. As Table 1 summarizes, teacher educators
contend with (a) diverse definitions and frameworks about CT at a general level for K-12
grades; (b) science-specific frameworks that guide the integration of CT practices at the 7–16
level grades; and (c) frameworks around teacher education and the types of knowledge that
educators should master to integrate CT into their general instruction (Table 1). However, there
is no current framework to guide the integration of CT into elementary science designed to be
used with teachers.

TABLE 1 CT frameworks and their relationship to K-5, science, and teacher education.

Framework Elementary Science Teacher Ed

Barr and Stephenson (2011) Yes No No

Computer Science Teachers Association and
International Society for Technology in
Education (2011)

Yes No No

Sengupta et al. (2013) No Yes No

Weintrop et al. (2016) No Yes No

Malyn-Smith et al. (2018) Yes Yes No

Angeli et al. (2016) Yes No Yes

Our framework Yes Yes Yes
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While this gap in the literature may seem narrow, the lack of a teacher-oriented framework
tailored for the integration of CT into science at the elementary level has important implica-
tions for teacher education and how CT is enacted in the classroom. In a review of studies
focused on the integration of CT into elementary science and engineering instruction, we found
that efforts on teacher education often introduce CT concepts by using general CT frameworks
or sources aimed at higher grades (Ketelhut & Cabrera, 2020). These conceptual tools can lead
elementary teachers to perceive CT as difficult or too complex for their students. These frame-
works also do not give teachers developmentally appropriate models to guide their own CT inte-
gration, burdening them with the additional task of ideating new activities that engage in CT
but are modified for younger students. Moreover, as we present below, our initial efforts to
adapt existing frameworks to guide teachers in the integration of CT into elementary science
showed significant limitations and convinced us of the need for a specialized conceptual tool.

Therefore, the goal of this article is to present our own conceptual tool to define CT that
aims to counter the limitations listed above and provide initial evidence of its affordances and
remaining challenges. While we present a list of CT practices that resembles a taxonomy as the
core result of our work, we have added additional elements that can serve as a framework for
its use in teacher education contexts. Specifically, we suggest future improvements on our own
taxonomy based on implementation experiences and make recommendations for teacher educa-
tors aiming to use it as a guiding conceptual tool for elementary science teachers. Therefore,
and to stay in line with our treatment of varied definitions of CT in the literature above, we
refer to our work as the development of a framework.

To provide further justification for the need for the framework we present in this work, we
turn to a review of the most prominent CT frameworks (Table 1), highlight their potential, and
discuss the challenges of adapting them to be used in teacher education. Specifically, we review
three categories of frameworks guiding the integration of CT: those aimed at CT integration
(a) into K-12 contexts broadly, (b) into science as a discipline, and (c) into teacher education as
a field of scholarship. In this section, we do not provide a summary of each framework. Instead,
we describe the main components of each piece and examine its relationship to our research
goal of preparing educators to integrate CT into science at the elementary level.

3.5 | Frameworks of CT for K-12 classroom integration

After an initial workshop exploring the pedagogical aspects of CT was published in 2010, it was
clear that consensus was a difficult goal to attain (NRC, 2011). While multiple researchers had
gathered to discuss and debate the multiple definitions and educational applications of CT, the
report left a lack of clear direction for scholars to follow. With the goal of creating a more con-
cise vision to guide CT integration into K-12 education, Barr and Stephenson (2011) wrote a
piece outlining the essential components of CT, the necessary changes in K-12 school systems
that could make this curriculum-wide integration possible, and even examples of CT integration
for multiple disciplines and at various grade levels. As influential as this piece was to begin to
define and operationalize CT in classrooms, the discussion around teacher education was lim-
ited to a call for preparation of teachers without specific guidelines on what kinds of skills edu-
cators should acquire or how teachers should be trained to champion CT integration.

Around the same time, two prominent organizations—the Computer Science Teachers
Association and International Society for Technology in Education (2011), led by Stephenson,
and the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)—released a “leadership kit”
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on CT to make the case for integrating CT into K-12 education and provide guidance to stake-
holders looking to bring this new skill into classrooms. The report directly addressed issues of
teacher education in its “implementation strategies guide” (p. 21) and provided multiple points
of action that would support teachers to lead this integration. Among those recommendations,
CSTA and ISTE specified that teachers should be provided with “resources that define CT and
allow teachers to recognize where they already include it in their teaching” (p. 23). Conve-
niently, the report also provided an operational definition of CT for K-12 education and a “Pro-
gression Chart” where key components of CT are operationalized for different grade bands.

A key innovation in this definition of CT was its expansion from a set of skills to include a
set of dispositions such as “persistence in working with difficult problems” and “confidence
dealing with complexity” (p. 13). In terms of guiding the preparation of teachers for this integra-
tion of CT, this report provided useful conceptual tools, examples, and goals for teacher educa-
tors to build on. However, the adaptation of these resources to discipline-specific methods
courses and PD programs remained less-detailed. This ambiguity was acutely problematic for
science educators at the elementary level, where some examples and definitions of CT provided
by the report were almost indistinguishable from traditional inquiry-based science instruction.

Therefore, teacher educators and PD designers looking to equip teachers to integrate CT
into science could inform their practice with a plethora of general perspectives around CT but
were presented with limited examples of CT-infused science instruction at different grade levels.
This deficit made it difficult to provide teachers with a unified set of guidelines that could help
them understand which instructional changes would meet the goal of CT integration and which
changes would not suffice.

3.6 | Frameworks for CT in science and disciplinary content

As general CT frameworks were disseminated, educators turned their focus to the integration of
CT into existing disciplines. After all, even the frameworks described above agreed that CT
should be integrated into existing structures and aligned with current disciplinary standards. In
this context, two exemplary frameworks to guide the integration of CT into science education
were developed. First, Sengupta et al. (2013) created a framework based on the concept of
abstraction and the productive role of agent-based modeling to develop abstracting skills. The
authors argued that abstraction was a foundational skill in both CT and science, and therefore
constituted an ideal pedagogical context for integrating the former into the latter.

Sengupta et al. (2013) also provided their own account of this integration in a middle-school
science context, where students created programs within an agent-based modeling environment
to explore curricular units of physics and biology. While the framework was well positioned to
guide educators in their integration of CT into middle-school science, the authors recognize that
the tasks described in their paper as key learning opportunities would be difficult to execute
with younger children who may not be able to abstract at the same level than middle-schoolers.
This framework serves as an important goalpost for elementary science education—delineating
the need to equip students with the necessary prerequisites to successfully engage in abstraction
and agent-based modeling in middle school.

A few years later, Weintrop et al. (2016) provided additional guidance toward the disciplin-
ary integration of CT. The authors conducted a study to understand how professional scientists
and researchers used CT in their work. The researchers used this investigation to propose a tax-
onomy of CT practices that could be integrated into science and mathematics classrooms at the
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high-school and college levels. This framework, which has been widely accepted and adopted
in educational environments, broadened the perspective of CT to include other practices
encompassing the entirety of the scientific process—not just abstraction.

Together, these discipline-specific frameworks provided teacher educators with clear goal-
posts of what students could encounter in middle school and beyond. However, important ques-
tions lingered such as: What are the prerequisites that students should meet to successfully
engage in these CT practices after elementary school? And, what types of CT practices are
appropriate for students at the elementary level?

A more recent framework by Malyn-smith et al. (2018) aimed to address this question by
describing the CT skills that students should develop throughout their K-12 education from a
disciplinary perspective. The authors argued that students should develop five CT skills
(abstraction, algorithms, programming/development, data collection and analysis, and model-
ing and simulation) that could be integrated in five ways “consistent with [CT's] use in CT-
integrated fields” (p. 184). This framework also included examples from classrooms at different
grade-levels and within different disciplines, like math and science. While this document pro-
vided an important tool for conceptualizing a CT learning progression in K-12 education, the
frameworks above did not address the key issue of preparing teachers to make this CT learning
progression a reality in all science classrooms. To explore this matter, we turn to frameworks
geared toward preparing teachers to integrate CT into their instruction.

3.7 | Frameworks for CT in teacher education

In 2016, an international team of researchers, led by Charoula Angeli, developed a CT K-6 cur-
riculum framework that specified five elements of CT and described the types of knowledge
teachers would need to develop to teach this curriculum (Angeli et al., 2016). The authors pro-
pose CT as a precursor skill to learning computer science and argue that acquiring the skills in
their conceptual framework (abstraction, generalization, decomposition, algorithmic thinking,
and debugging) would effectively prepare students for “more advanced theoretical and practical
topics of computer science” in the future (p. 50).

This framework provided valuable guidance for science teacher educators at the elementary
level by considering the needs of K-6 teachers and the types of knowledge that they will require to
teach CT. These considerations were welcome additions to a CT body of literature that had largely
focused on students. However, the generality of the framework limited its practicality for teachers
in the conceptualization of CT as a tool to engage in science learning. For example, the authors
describe the element of “Decomposition” as “the skill to break a complex problem into smaller parts
that are easier to understand and solve” but that description leaves room for a very broad interpreta-
tion of how Decomposition could be applied for science learning. The examples the researchers pro-
vide for grade bands K-2, 3-4, and 5-6 are also nonspecific and make it hard for the teachers to
envision how those practices fit within disciplinary and standards-based learning. For example, the
authors suggest to “break a complex task into a series of simpler subtasks” but the responsibility of
connecting how that process can advance content learning is left to the reader. In summary, the
framework's specific focus on CT as a precursor of computer science omitted opportunities to
include elements of CT that would both prepare students for computing in the future and allow
them to engage with science (or other disciplinary) content while developing these skills.

As our framework was designed to counter the limitations found in the frameworks, we just
reviewed, we use the rest of this article to detail the context of our study, the decision-making
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process behind our framework design, and provide an initial account of the pedagogical
affordances and limitations it provided when implemented in our project. We also discuss
remaining challenges and key considerations for its use in teacher education environments.

4 | CONTEXT AND METHODS

The Integrating CT into Teacher Education Project (ICTTE; pseudonym blinded for review) pro-
ject is a design-based research (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992; The Design-Based Research
Collective, 2003) study at a large Mid-Atlantic research university that aims to understand how
pre- and in-service teachers learn to integrate CT into their elementary science instruction. The
study has two main intervention components: (1) a CT module within an existing science
methods undergraduate course for pre-service teachers and (2) a PD experience where pre- and
in-service teachers work together to develop CT-integrated science lessons for the elementary
level. Each component was designed and implemented for the first time in the academic year of
2017–2018 (referred to as Year 1), redesigned in the summer of 2018, and reimplemented in the
academic year of 2018–2019 (referred to as Year 2). In this article, we draw on findings from
each design iteration of both components of the study to explain the design of our framework,
provide initial evidence of how teachers used it to design CT-infused science lessons, and dis-
cuss its potential improvements and use considerations.

4.1 | Methods course CT module

The first component of our study is a CT module designed as a three-session intervention in an exis-
ting pre-service elementary science methods course. The goals of the module were to provide pre-
service teachers with an understanding of CT, show them examples of integration into science, and
give them an opportunity to practice designing their own integration. Instructors designed activities
and provided readings for teachers to develop their understanding of CT and experience engaging
with CT themselves. For example, teachers completed a series of programming challenges with
Lego Mindstorms and mBot robots, created algorithms to order a series of organisms, and interacted
with computational simulations about predators and prey populations. While the module took
place during the first half of the course, students were expected to demonstrate their knowledge
around CT at their capstone project. Specifically, students were required to create a full science les-
son plan that integrated CT. The course was primarily taught by two members of the ICTTE
research team and other researchers joined CT module classes as invited lecturers.

In the first year of our project, the instructors used a variety of resources to define CT,
including some of the frameworks discussed above. In the second year, instructors used the
framework we share in this article as the main resource to define CT and students were
expected to integrate some practices in our framework into their final lesson plans.

4.2 | Inquiry into science teaching with CT group

The second component of our study is a PD series called the Science Teaching CT Inquiry
Group (STIGCT; Coenraad, Mills, et al., 2020; Coenraad, Plane, et al., 2020). The goal of the PD
experience was to create a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) where teachers and
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researchers co-design ways to integrate CT into elementary science instruction (Killen,
Coenraad, Byrne, Cabrera, & Ketelhut, 2020). Participants of the STIGCT were pre-service
teachers who were also students in the methods course and in-service teachers—some of them
mentors to the participating pre-service teachers. The goals of the STIGCT were to provide a
more in-depth treatment of CT that focused on specific groups of practices, to be a forum for
discussions of CT implementation in the classroom and curriculum integration, and to allow
teachers to co-design CT-infused science lesson plans with peers and researchers. Each year we
implemented the STIGCT, the total duration of the PD was between 10 and 12 h and included
activities like (a) providing direct instruction on CT practices definitions, (b) engaging the
teachers in educational activities that illustrated those practices, (c) discussing how these prac-
tices could be integrated in their science teaching, (d) teachers and researchers co-designing
CT-infused science lesson drafts, and (e) sharing final lesson plan designs and experiences exe-
cuting them in the classroom.

For example, a typical STIGCT session started by facilitators presenting the group of CT data
practices that would be the focus of the day, providing definitions for the practices. Then,
teachers participated in sample activities that engaged them in data practices within a science
learning context. For instance, they collected and analyzed weather data in Excel and used a
micro:bit and MakeCode to collect and visualize temperature and light data for a plant growth
experiment. Teachers and researchers debriefed these activities by highlighting how each activ-
ity had engaged them in multiple CT data practices and discussed how those connected to sci-
ence learning. These activities were followed by an important task: researchers and teachers
spent about 30 min co-designing a draft science lesson plan that integrated CT practices, dis-
cussing activities and CT practices that could be a part of those lessons. Finally, teachers com-
pleted written reflections about the session and their learning process.

Like the instructors in the methods course, facilitators in the STIGCT used a variety of
resources to define CT in the first year of the project and switched to the framework we present
here in the second year. A more detailed description of the STIGCT design and its evolution
throughout the study can be found in our other publications (Killen, Coenraad, Byrne, Cabrera,
Ketelhut, Mills, & Plane, in press).

4.3 | Participants

The participants for this study were pre-service teachers enrolled in the elementary science
methods course described above and in-service teachers who taught at elementary grade levels
in local school districts and participated in the STIGCT. We detail the gender and racial/ethnic
composition of participant pools per project year and learning environment in Table 2 to dem-
onstrate that the composition of our sample is roughly equivalent to the larger teacher force
which is predominantly composed of women and white teachers. When citing data excerpts
associated with a specific participant, we use the letter R for a “resident” or pre-service teacher
and the letter M for a mentor or in-service teacher.

4.4 | Data collection and analysis

The development of the framework and assessment of our interventions relied on the
analysis of multiple data sources from each context and each year of the project. In this section,
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we describe the data collection and analysis processes that took place during each year of the
project. Data collection and analysis in the first year informed the design of the framework we
present here while data collection and analysis during the second year inform the affordances
and challenges of the framework we describe below. A summary of each data source is in
Table 3.

5 | DATA FOR FRAMEWORK DESIGN

The first part of this article focuses on the decisions behind the framework design. The deci-
sions we made when designing the framework were heavily influenced by the combined
insights we gathered from analyzing data from the first year of the project (for a summary of
data sources across both years, see Table 3). We collected observational field notes, lesson plan
designs, written reflections, focus group responses, self-efficacy surveys, and course artifacts
from the methods course and the STIGCT in year one. To analyze these data, we employed a
combination of inductive and deductive techniques (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) most appropriate
for our diverse, primarily qualitative, data sources. This allowed us to gain insight into how
teachers conceptualized CT and applied it to science lessons.

First, to best understand how teachers had integrated CT into lessons, we conducted a
deductive analysis of 43 lessons from both interventions using Weintrop et al.'s (2016) taxon-
omy. This allowed us to identify which CT practices teachers had integrated in their lessons
and to determine how they were conceptualizing those practices. For instance, the excerpts
“students will collect data about the observable properties of their own shoe on a work sheet”

TABLE 2 Study participants.

Year 1 Year 2

Pre-service In-service Pre-service In-service

Environment

Methods course 55 - 63 -

STIGCT 13 11 21 19

Gender

Women 45 11 58 17

Men 4 - 5 1

Unknown 6 - - 1

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian - - 1 -

Asian or Asian-American 6 1 9 3

Black or African-American 3 2 2 1

Hispanic or Latinx 8 1 10 1

White 32 10 42 16

Other - - 1 -

Unknown 6 - - -

Note: Participants can identify with more than one race/ethnicity.
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(R20) and “The students collect data when the class walks around the school to locate where
there is erosion” (R27) were coded as claiming to integrate the practice of data collection.

This analysis showed that teachers were most likely to integrate data practices from
Weintrop et al.'s (2016) taxonomy but conceptualized those practices broadly by describing any
type of observation as “data collection.”

With the purpose of better understanding how teachers had learned about CT and their
experience in our interventions, we conducted additional inductive analyses combining data
from written reflections, focus group responses, lesson plans, and observations. We specifically
read the data looking for common themes based on “regularities and patterns” (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2007; p. 164) that emerged from teachers' experiences. Then, for each analysis, multiple
researchers developed a codebook based on a subset of those emergent themes and then applied
that codebook to the available data. In each case, two or more researchers individually coded a
portion of the data, discussed any discrepancies, and reflected decisions on code applications
into the codebook. Then, one or more researchers completed the coding of the data based on
the agreed-upon criteria.

For example, from reading the reflections and focus groups, we saw different perspectives
emerging around the compatibility of CT as an innovation against the current state of science
education. So, two researchers led an analysis where they identified three different perspectives
(CT as an add-on, CT as new but compatible, and CT as embedded) applied those categories as

TABLE 3 Data sources.

Data source Collection Analysis Context

Field notes Written notes by researchers including
facilitators and instructors

Inductive Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2.

Lesson plans Submitted by teachers at the end of
participation in each intervention

Inductive;
deductive using
Weintrop et al.
(2016)

Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2.

Written
reflections

Completed with prompts throughout
participation in both interventions.
Focused on learning process and
implementing lessons

Inductive Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2.

Course or
session
artifacts

Rubrics, templates, and artifacts from
learning activities. For example,
written group responses to the prompt
“what is CT to you?”

Inductive Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2.

Focus groups
and
interviews

Administered by a researcher with three
to five teachers at the end of each
intervention.

Inductive Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2.

Self-efficacy
surveys

Administered electronically before and
after each intervention.

Paired t-test,
mixed-method
approach

Methods course and
STIGCT. Years 1 and 2,
redesigned between
years.

Lesson co-
design
videos

Recorded during STIGCT sessions, one
camera per group; transcribed for
analysis

Inductive STIGCT. Year 2
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a codebook to the reflections and focus groups, and examined how those perspectives were
explained by teachers.

This group of analyses provided us with specific insights related to how they defined CT
such as confusion or aversion toward computer science terminology; conflation between
CT and science inquiry; and doubts about whether Weintrop et al.'s taxonomy was appropriate
for elementary students. These insights were the basis for the framework design decisions we
made and how we modified our interventions in the second year of the project.

6 | DATA FOR FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS

In the second part of the paper, we show the affordances and challenges that our framework
provided during our two interventions. These affordances and challenges were identified by
conducting data collection and analysis processes similar to the first year of our project with the
modification of existing protocols and the addition of new data sources (see Table 3 for a sum-
mary of sources). Specifically, we made modifications to focus groups, interviews, and surveys
while adding a video recording of co-design sessions.

We modified focus groups and interview protocols to better capture participant experiences
in our interventions and in integrating CT into their science instruction. Our new questions
focused on how teachers had implemented CT in their classrooms and the barriers they identi-
fied in implementing the lessons they designed. We also redesigned the self-efficacy survey to
better reflect survey methodology and self-efficacy measurement research (for a detailed
account of the design and validation of the second-year survey, see Cabrera, Byrne, Ketelhut,
et al., 2021). Additionally, we added the recording of lesson co-design sessions in the STIGCT.
Using video cameras, we were able to capture the co-design process while allowing researchers
to fully co-participate as designers instead of focusing on making observations or data
collection.

Our analysis procedures were also modified and expanded in Year 2. We again conducted
both deductive and inductive analyses of second year project data. The deductive analyses were
again focused on the lessons teachers created. However, instead of Weintrop et al.'s taxonomy,
we used our new framework as an analytical tool to understand how teachers had integrated
CT. We analyzed 65 lessons from teachers in the methods course and 22 unique lessons from
STIGCT participants (who sometimes collaborated with peers or mentors to create lessons). For
each lesson, we annotated which CT practices the teachers had claimed to integrate and devel-
oped a process to determine which of those practices we—the researchers—also identified in
the lessons. Two researchers co-coded which CT practices were integrated into each lesson, dis-
cussing any disagreements to apply a consistent definition of CT practices to all lessons. A
detailed account of the analysis and findings of these lessons is beyond the scope of this article
and found elsewhere (Coenraad et al., 2021). However, we share some high-level insights from
that analysis to provide evidence of the affordances and challenges our new framework
provided.

With the purpose of better understanding how teachers had developed their CT understand-
ing and their experiences participating in our interventions, we conducted multiple inductive
analyses that integrated data from all our sources. First, we read and watched all the available
data, which allowed us to identify multiple themes warranting further analysis. These themes
included topics like collaboration among pre- and in-service teachers (Killen, Coenraad, Byrne,
Cabrera, & Ketelhut, 2020); co-design session facilitation strategies (Cabrera, Byrne, Killen,
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et al., 2021); how the design of intervention activities impacted teacher learning (Killen,
Coenraad, Byrne, Cabrera, Ketelhut, Mills, & Plane, in press); and a characterization of how
teachers integrated CT into lessons (Cabrera, 2021). While we do not have sufficient space to
detail each inductive analysis we performed, they all followed a similar procedure. First, two or
more researchers created a preliminary codebook based on themes that had emerged during
the preliminary read of the data. Then, those researchers applied the codebook to a portion of
the data and compared their results. They discussed any differences in code application and one
or more researchers completed the coding of all remaining data.

The affordances and challenges we describe in this article emerged from these analyses—
particularly by combining insights from the deductive analysis of lesson plans with insights
from the inductive analyses described above. For example, to demonstrate how the framework
provided opportunities to discuss the boundaries of CT practices, we share participant conversa-
tions that we identified by analyzing researcher facilitator moves in co-design sessions and how
those conversations were reflected in teachers' use of CT practices in their lesson plans and
written reflections.

6.1 | Use of existing frameworks

While one of the main goals of the ICTTE project was to design a CT framework for elementary
science teacher education, we acknowledged that we needed a starting point on which to base
our instruction to teachers in each of our two intervention components. To guide our pedagogy
with educators, we heeded recommendations from general teacher learning frameworks. For
example, following Clarke and Hollingsworth (2002) model of teacher professional growth, we
designed activities targeted to impact teacher's Personal domain (knowledge, beliefs, and atti-
tudes) while also giving them opportunities to apply their knowledge in lesson design activities
(domain of practice). Considering Gregoire's (2003) model of teacher cognition and appraisal,
we designed activities that communicated the importance of CT integration to motivate
teachers and push them forward through the appraisal process toward “accommodation” and
true conceptual change (p. 157).

Regarding the definition of CT, we reviewed extant CT frameworks and decided to present
teachers with three main sources in Year 1. We used Weintrop et al.'s (2016) framework, which
is specifically oriented to CT integration into science education; Barr and Stephenson's (2011)
piece, which contained specific examples of K-12 CT integration; and the Computer Science
Teachers Association and International Society for Technology in Education (2011) toolkit,
which expanded the view of CT to include attitudinal dispositions. Our goal with including
these sources was to give teachers a diverse set of resources that they could consult to help us
co-create a new framework informed by their professional knowledge. We defined CT for
teachers using Weintrop et al.'s (2016) taxonomy, Barr and Stephenson's (2011) and Computer
Science Teachers Association and International Society for Technology in Education's (2011)
articles. However, we explained that no one definition was perfect and that tensions existed
between the definitions in each source. However, during our sessions together, we focused
mostly on Weintrop et al.'s taxonomy and centered instruction in both environments around
this list of CT practices. This decision was based on the fact that Weintrop et al.'s (2016) frame-
work was grounded in the observation of science practices, provided a concise taxonomy that
teachers could use as a reference, and represented the most recent literature on the subject.
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And, as we detail below, using these frameworks together as conceptual tools for teachers
had limited success. Teachers were confused by the multitude of sources, found some of the
technical language inaccessible, and perceived certain CT practices explained in the frame-
works as developmentally inappropriate for elementary students. Therefore, after using these
existing frameworks in Year 1, we leveraged insights from data analyses to inform the develop-
ment of a new targeted framework for tear 2.

7 | DECISIONS BEHIND FRAMEWORK DESIGN

The final framework (Figure 1) includes 13 practices divided into four groups—reflecting its
close relationship to Weintrop et al.'s (2016) taxonomy. Table 4 details each practice.

The framework was designed as a consensus document within the research team aimed at
addressing some of the challenges in CT learning and science lesson design in Year 1. Below,
we describe each major decision that affected the design of the framework and link those deci-
sions to evidence from Year 1. For a summary of these design decisions, see Table 5.

7.1 | Elimination of CS jargon and reframing of programming
practices

The first decision we made in our framework design was to rid the document of computational
jargon and allow teachers to use less technical language to describe CT practices—particularly
practices associated with programming. In the lessons teachers designed, we noticed an aver-
sion toward integrating programming or “computational problem-solving” practices (Weintrop
et al., 2016). Only one lesson, designed by a group of teachers in the STIGCT, integrated

FIGURE 1 Computational thinking (CT) integration into elementary science framework.
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TABLE 4 Framework practices.

Practice Description Example

Using data: Collecting data
with computational devices

This practice involves using a
computational device to record
observations and can also involve
transforming data so a
computational agent can process it.

Using a micro:bit to record
temperature and light level or
entering data into Excel
spreadsheets for computational
analysis.

Using data: Finding patterns
and relationships in datasets

This practice involves making
conclusions by analyzing
collected data.

At the lower grades, analyses may
be simple like counting
frequencies and comparing them
across groups. At higher grades,
they can include computational
methods like calculating and
comparing means and trends.

Using data: Sorting data This practice involves using a
specific method or a
computational agent to organize
data by some criteria. Usually,
this practice is used to make
finding patterns and
relationships easier for students.

Sorting daily average temperature
by day to notice patterns related
to seasons. Sorting the same data
from highest to lowest to
determine outliers and extreme
values.

Using data: Creating graphs or
charts

This practice involves representing
observations or data in basic
graphical forms Students can
create the representations by
following specific procedures or
aim to understand how a
computational agent constructs
them.

At lower grades, this practice can
involve simple techniques like
frequency bars. At higher grades,
students can use computational
graphing tools like Excel to plot
trends in animal populations
across time.

Programming: Breaking down
problems into smaller parts

This practice involves finding the
successive steps that need to
occur to solve a bigger problem
and tackling each step
individually. This practice is
often called “decomposition” and
can include discussions around
how each step in a solution
affects the rest.

In aiming to program a robot to
continuously map the ocean
(classroom) floor, students
determine the tasks of the robot
moving forward, being able to
turn, avoid obstacles, and make
recordings at specific periods.

Programming: Creating step-
by-step instructions to solve
a problem

This practice involves describing
procedures in a way a
computational agent can execute
to solve a problem or perform a
task. The emphasis should be on
thinking about the constraints a
computational agent possesses
and how to adapt instructions to
work within those constraints.

Following the example above,
students translate the ideas of
“moving forward,” “avoiding
obstacles” and “making
recordings” into steps that can be
executed by the robot's parts and
are consistent with its
capabilities.

(Continues)
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programming practices by having students program a Code-a-Pillar robot to make it “find food
and avoid predators.” While this lack of programming integration may have been due to a vari-
ety of factors like lack of comfort or confidence with programming, lack of technological
resources in schools, or a preference toward other practices that are easier to integrate into sci-
ence learning, we believe that inaccessible language likely also played a role in teachers

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Practice Description Example

Programming: Coding This practice involves using a
computer to write instructions
aimed at completing a task. This
includes block-based
programming applications.

Following the example above,
students create the program that
the robot will execute in the
appropriate software.

Programming: Test, adjust to
improve, retest, readjust to
improve

This practice involves repeatedly
using results from each attempt
to modify a proposed solution.
Importantly, this practice should
embody intentional iteration
(not random tinkering), where
each instance represents a
change based on the last
iteration's results.

Following the example above,
students work to code the robot
to “avoid obstacles” by noticing
why it failed (e.g., it did not
make a wide enough turn) and
making corrections to its code. In
the case of overcorrection (made
too wide a turn), students make
a new change that is closer to the
goal than their first attempt.

Simulations: Using
computational simulations

This practice involves using
interactive applications that
represent a scientific
phenomenon to understand it or
test different scenarios.

Students use a simulator of
deforestation, land development
and rainfall to see the impact of
each factor on the likelihood of
flood.

Simulations: Assessing
computational simulations

This practice involves comparing a
simulation to the real-world
phenomenon it represents and
discuss the limitations of
computational simulations and
how they can be improved.

Students discuss how the flood
simulation fails to consider
additional factors like trash and
consider how that factor would
impact other parts of the
simulation if included.

Systems thinking: Identifying
quantifiable parts of a
system

This practice involves recognizing
how parts of a whole can be
represented with numbers.

Students translate weather ideas
like rainfall into numerical
measures such milliliters of rain.

Systems thinking: Considering
the numerical relationships
within a system

This practice involves calculating
how parts of a system are linked
in correlational and measurable
ways.

Students discuss how the number
of rabbits in an area should
decrease if the number of
predators, or wolves, increases.

Systems thinking: Considering
how changes to the
quantifiable parts contribute
to results of the system

This practice involves determining
how an increase or decrease in
quantity in one part of the
system contributes to the
increase or decrease of another
part of the system.

To continue the example above,
students engaging in this
practice would determine how
many fewer rabbits survive after
each model iteration when one
additional predator is
introduced.
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avoiding the integration of these practices. And, more importantly for our purposes here, we
believe this was a factor we could influence through the design of our framework.

One reason to believe that language played a role in teachers' hesitance to integrate pro-
gramming practices was that some teachers did claim to integrate practices from Weintrop
et al.'s (2016) Computational Problem-Solving category. However, in their lesson reflections,
they only mentioned integrating parts of those practices, typically leaving out some technical
terminology. For example, while Weintrop et al.'s taxonomy has a practice labeled “trouble-
shooting and debugging,” seven lessons from our teachers claimed to integrate the practice of
“troubleshooting” but only one mentioned “debugging”—which is a more CS-specific process
of systematically assessing and correcting a solution. Focus groups further showed this differ-
ence in teachers' adoption of the word troubleshooting over debugging. A total of nine different
teachers mentioned “troubleshooting” as an important part of CT, while none mentioned
“debugging.” For instance, two teachers talked about the importance of this practice for science
learning:

Interviewer: What kinds of science related understandings, skills, or practices do you
think that computational thinking can help learners develop?

Teacher 1: I think a big one in science is the problem solving and trying again.
Teacher 2: Troubleshooting?

TABLE 5 Framework design decisions.

Design decision Explanation Evidence

Elimination of CS
jargon and
reframing of
programming
practices

Reworded programming practices to
avoid terms like algorithm, parallel
processing, conditional, iteration, or
modular.

Teachers rarely adopted programming
practices and did not use CS
vocabulary in their lesson plans or
reflections. Instead, they opted to
explain CT practices in their own
language, which sometimes
evidenced interpretations of CT terms
that did not retain a connection to
computing.

Distinction of CT from
scientific inquiry

Added words to ensure that the
practice was integrated with a
computational flavor—avoiding
non-computational uses of typical
science terms like data, system, and
model.

In most lesson plans, we found teachers
using some of the terms from the
available frameworks in non-
computational ways. For example,
they referred to “data collection” as
noting the characteristics of a shoe or
“creating models” as making a
drawing of a plant.

Elimination of higher-
level practices

Cut practices that required a level of
abstraction too high for most
elementary level grades, such as
creating computational models and
analyzing computational systems.

As the initial CT practices taxonomy
(Weintrop et al., 2016) we used was
designed for college and high-school
students, teachers recognized that
some practices were not
developmentally appropriate for K-5
grades.
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Teacher 1: Yeah, troubleshooting. Because in science, not everything is going to be
straightforward. Well, in anything. But that's a really big one, I think, for
science.

At the same time, we noticed that teachers described a type of systematic thinking, which two
teachers called “algorithmic thinking,” as a key part of CT that was not necessarily reflected in the
taxonomy. For instance, four teachers mentioned integrating the CT practice of “problem decompo-
sition” and four other teachers mentioned this term as an important part of CT in focus groups.
Two teachers said they integrated a CT practice that involved solving problems “step-by-step” and
four other teachers called defining and ordering “steps” a CT practice during focus groups:

I think during the science class, it is really important for students to know how to
solve the problem step by step. Or in making something, they need to think of the
steps before they actually do it. Because—I think it's involving the computational
thinking because they have to arrange the steps, which I think is important because
if the steps are mixed-up, they won't get a good result. So, I think the—thinking
out the steps clearly is important in science. (R38)

The combination of teachers' avoidance of CS-specific terms, lack of integration of CT pro-
gramming practices, and propensity to use more general terms to describe a type of systematic
thinking associated with CT convinced us to reframe programming practices using less techni-
cal language. Our goal was to make programming practices more accessible for teachers while
leveraging terminology that they would be comfortable with. Specifically, we tried to reframe
programming practices as broader than just the act of writing instructions for a computational
device. We also wanted our framework reflect the type of systematic thinking strategies that
teachers had described as part of CT and are often used alongside programming.

For instance, we reflected the idea of systematically “troubleshooting” in the practice
labeled Test, adjust to improve, retest, readjust to improve. We described the concept of “problem
decomposition” as Breaking down problems into smaller parts. And, following teachers' non-
technical descriptions of algorithmic thinking, we wrote the practice of Creating step-by-step
instructions to solve a problem.

While this may seem like a compromise in rigor or oversimplification of CT concepts, our
decision was based on the difficulty teachers had with adopting technical language and their
avoidance of programming as a group of practices to integrate. Our hope was that in lowering
the language barrier inherent in some practices in Weintrop et al.'s taxonomy (e.g., “preparing
problems for computational solutions”) we could encourage more teachers to integrate these
practices into their lessons. And, in grouping these practices under the umbrella of program-
ming practices, we aimed to retain their computational nature and avoid oversimplifying them.

7.2 | Distinction of CT from scientific inquiry

Another language-related design decision we made was to purposefully address conflations
between CT and scientific inquiry practices. A salient finding from the analysis of Year 1 data
was that teachers often applied labels of CT practices to activities that could be more accurately
described as engaging children in scientific inquiry. We mostly saw this issue in how teachers
described integrating data practices, modeling and simulations, and systems thinking.
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7.3 | Data practices

Teachers claimed to integrate data collection and analysis practices into 26 of their lessons, but only
four of them referred to data that was numerical or could be processed in a computational way. In
the other 22 instances, “data collection” and “analysis” were used to describe activities like explor-
ing some phenomenon through observation, taking qualitative notes, and trying to deduce an expla-
nation for that phenomenon from their notes. While these activities may be important to support
students in developing data collection and analysis skills, we considered it imperative to clarify that
CT entails a different flavor of these practices, one that is linked to computing and focused on how
computational devices can support data uses. To be clear, we do not argue that qualitative observa-
tions are not “data.” Instead, we mean to differentiate how teachers can integrate data practices to
engage students in CT from other uses of data in science learning.

To make the distinction between scientific inquiry and CT clearer around data practices, we
deleted the terms “manipulating,” “analyzing,” and “visualizing” data and replaced them with
language that more explicitly described the activities we saw as engaging students in CT. For
example, we added that data collection could be supported by computational devices to differen-
tiate it from other forms of data collection like observation. We also included the practice of
“sorting data” to describe the process determining a procedure to arrange data in a way that
facilitates analysis—which is typically done through a computational process. We also specified
the practice of Finding Patterns and Relationships in Datasets—emphasis on datasets—to differ-
entiate it from the process of making inferences from simple observations.

7.4 | Modeling and simulations

Another set of practices we reworded with a similar aim were the modeling and simulation
practices. In Year 1, 16 teachers indicated integrating CT practices in their lesson plans and
reflections using the word “model” such as “modeling complex systems” and “using computa-
tional models to design and test solutions.” While these practices are included in Weintrop
et al.'s taxonomy, teachers used them to describe activities that involved non-computational
models and simulations. Out of the 16 instances of teachers integrating these practices, only
one teacher used the term to refer to a computational simulation while two others used it to
describe an illustration as a model and the remaining 13 referred to physical models. While the
use of visual or physical models is important in scientific inquiry and considered within
the core practice of “developing and using models” in NGSS, these uses of the term do not
reflect the computational nature of modeling and simulation practices under CT.

To make this distinction, we rephrased the practices as Using and Assessing Computational
Simulations, adding the word “computational” and removing the problematic “model” alto-
gether. While we saw a few instances of teachers also using the word “simulation” to describe a
non-computational activity, we found that “model” was clearly a word that teachers could more
easily interpret in non-computational ways.

7.5 | Systems thinking

Finally, our analysis of lessons and focus groups from Year 1 showed that teachers used labels
of “systems thinking practices” to describe activities that explored a system in any way—not
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just computational approaches. A total of 13 lessons indicated that teachers had integrated sys-
tems thinking practices, with some of them specifying which practices were integrated such as
“understanding relationships within a system” and “thinking in levels.” Yet, our analysis of the
lessons disagreed with those claims. We found that teachers were merely providing activities
where students explored a topic which involved a system or were broadly interpreting “system”
as anything that could be divided into different parts.

For example, a teacher designed a lesson where students watched a YouTube video about
the water cycle including processes like precipitation, condensation, and evaporation. Students
then worked in groups to “create a flow chart illustration of the water cycle process” and
explained their illustrations. In her reflection, the teacher described this lesson as engaging stu-
dents in CT when they were “able to explain a system and its components and their interac-
tions.” Yet, the consideration of the water cycle as a system did not include any computational
aspect—therefore conflating systems thinking as CT practices with the same practices as part of
more traditional science learning or scientific inquiry.

Other teachers who described students engaging in systems thinking in their lessons did so
by referring to common objects that could be divided into parts as “systems.” For example, a
teacher designed a lesson where students analyzed the different parts of their shoes, conceptual-
izing each shoe as a “system.” Other examples of everyday objects being described as “systems”
were a pen and pretzels.

To avoid these uses of systems thinking practices that did not contain a computational
aspect, we specified that systems should be analyzed in a quantifiable way when rewording our
practices. This decision, however, was contested and highly debated between researchers with
expertise in computer science and science education in the research team. On the one hand, we
wanted to strengthen the connection between these practices in our framework and computing,
such as specifying the exploration of computational systems like models and computational
devices. On the other hand, we wanted to keep the practices as being in service of science learn-
ing, as opposed to fully centering computing. In the end, our use of the terms “quantifiable”
and “numerical” show a compromise where we specify how to engage in these practices in com-
putational ways while also retaining a focus on their function toward disciplinary learning.

7.6 | Elimination of higher-level practices

The final design decision we made was to limit the framework to contain only those
practices that teachers deemed developmentally appropriate and to reformulate other practices
to be adequate for the elementary level. We based this decision on the observation that, as
expected, teachers did not integrate all CT practices described in the Weintrop et al.'s (2016) tax-
onomy into their lessons in Year 1. Because Weintrop et al.'s framework focuses on practices
for the high-school and college level, it includes practices that would be developmentally inap-
propriate for elementary level students. While the research team knew of this framework limi-
tation before presenting it to teachers, participating teachers in Year 1 were instrumental in
determining which practices were above the elementary level—and how the rest of the practices
could be implemented in a developmentally appropriate way. Although we presented and
explained all the practices in the taxonomy to teachers, we did not observe any teachers
attempting to integrate the practices of creating computational models or defining systems and
managing complexity—which could indicate that teachers do not see those practices as
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appropriate for integration at the elementary level. Instead, teachers were most likely to inte-
grate CT practices related to collecting and analyzing data and using models and simulations.

However, teachers may have chosen to only integrate those practices due to factors
unrelated to developmental appropriateness. Additional observations informed our decision to
remove higher-level practices. For example, in a focus group, a teacher suggested that differenti-
ation across grades may be reflected in which CT practices they engage in. When asked about
how her integration of CT in fourth grade would compare to that of her peers who taught in
the second grade, she explained: “I think that a lot—the computational thinking practices that
they [2nd grade teachers] engage in and the skills that they use may be different, but I think
that overall, the understanding of concepts and everything is definitely enhanced through com-
putational thinking.” (R09).

Additionally, teachers saw coding or programming as a high-level practice for elementary
school, as suggested by their lack of integration of programming practices and by focus group
responses: “[CT requires] a lot of planning, which we've seen with coding. It's not the kind of
thing that you can just, you know, jump into. It takes a lot of front-loading and thinking things
through before the actual act of doing.” (R09).

Therefore, we decided to make our framework compatible with teachers' pedagogical exper-
tise and perceptions of developmental appropriateness. We eliminated practices that teachers
did not consider appropriate for their students while leaving practices that they could find chal-
lenging but doable—like coding.

8 | AFFORDANCES AND CHALLENGES OF FRAMEWORK
IMPLEMENTATION

After redesigning aspects of both interventions in our project, we used our framework as
the main definition of CT with teachers in Year 2. In this section, we describe the two pri-
mary affordances and two primary challenges that our analysis indicated the framework
provided in the second year of our project. To present the affordances and challenges of
using the framework, we draw on evidence from field notes, lesson plans, focus group and
interview responses, and co-design videos. In the following section, we expand on how to
build on these affordances and counter the challenges when using the framework in educa-
tional environments.

8.1 | Affordance 1: Opportunities for CT practice boundary
discussions

The new framework seemed to promote more targeted conversations around the boundaries of
CT practices between participants and researchers—particularly when teachers had the oppor-
tunity to co-design lessons and ask for the rationale behind the wording of certain framework
practices. These discussions, in turn, allowed researchers to stress the computational perspec-
tive of the framework and explain how, even as some practices were lacking computational
technical terms, they still retained their computational nature.

For instance, the following conversation during a co-design session at the STIGCT illustrates
the types of exchanges that the use of the framework promoted:
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Teacher: So, like looking at data in itself…
Researcher: I mean, science does that, math does that. So, there isn’t really a computa-

tional thinking component to it if you’re just collecting data and graphing
the data, you know.

Teacher: But if you’re making conclusions from the data—
Researcher: That's still science. That's scientific reasoning.
Teacher: So, I guess in order for any of these to be CT, they have to almost align

with this one [points at practice labeled Collecting data with computational
devices]. With the like—computer device. Like, that's what we’re going to
bring it home with.

Researcher: No, because you can do [data practices] outside of a computer device, but
basically when you’re thinking about how you go about doing it—just
doing the sorting of data probably isn’t computational thinking. But if you
have a process by which you sort the data, when you’re talking about the
process, then you’re talking about an algorithm, and that's part of computa-
tional thinking. Here, actually by sorting, we mean sorting or categorizing,
sorting into groups. In computer science, we don’t use sorting for that. It's
a different term. To be able to take the data and just put it into groups is
the scientific reasoning process, but to actually think about what criteria
you’re using to sort categories and what rules and what process, then
you’re going into computational thinking. Does that make sense?

Similar conversations around the framework practices and how they applied to different sci-
ence activities occurred throughout the two interventions—but primarily when teachers had to
co-design lessons during the STIGCT. For example, a pre-service teacher (R35) challenged her
mentor who was describing an activity and calling it a “simulation” by asking “How do we
make this computational?” and “Does that count as computational?” Other similar conversa-
tions on the boundaries of CT revolved around the difference between videos and computa-
tional simulations, what the “numerical” aspect of systems thinking practices entailed, and
whether programming practices could be present without a programming environment.

In the methods course, an instructor used the framework practices to differentiate between
systems thinking practices within CT and systems thinking as more commonly known in sci-
ence education. He particularly focused on the numerical aspect of the practices as written in
the framework. Observation notes describe this moment:

[The instructor clarified:] Computational systems thinking might be a question
like: How does the heat transfer impact precipitation numerically? Whereas regular
systems is just identifying the components. So, in elementary school just identifying
the parts of system will set them up for computational systems thinking maybe in
middle school. (Field notes).

Written reflections also showed that teachers noticed and appreciated these opportunities to
discuss the boundaries of CT practices as afforded by the framework. For instance, in a descrip-
tion of the benefits of participating in the STIGCT, a pre-service teacher wrote that the group
provided “resources materials & help differentiating between what is and is not CT” (R26).
Another teacher, reflecting on the session that had just finished, wrote: “interesting conversa-
tion on computational thinking definition” (R35).
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8.2 | Shift toward computational perspective

We believe these opportunities to use the framework to discuss the boundaries of CT practices
may have impacted how teachers described their final lessons using practices from the frame-
work. When teachers reflected on their lessons, they often used the names of the practices in
the framework to describe the activities. A detailed analysis of the lessons that teachers created
is explained elsewhere and is outside of the scope of this article (Coenraad et al., 2021) but we
share a few high-level insights and some examples from that analysis to demonstrate this
impact. We specifically saw a shift toward a computational perspective in how teachers used
and described engagement in two groups of CT practices: data practices and simulations.

8.2.1 | Data practices

In teachers' integration of CT practices in lessons, we saw a shift toward data activities involv-
ing numerical or computational data. Remember, in the first year of our project we found that
86% of teachers were referring to activities where they only collected or analyzed qualitative
data—without a numerical or computational aspect—when they identified an activity as rep-
resenting CT data practices. In Year 2, about half (48%) of instances where teachers identified
data practices referred to uses of numerical data or processing data with computational tools.

As an example, in the second year a group of two pre-service teachers and their two mentors
designed a lesson where students would use a coiled spring (slinky) to explore the topic of
waves. The children followed a systematic procedure to test different speeds (slow, medium,
fast) of waving the slinky. They measured the time a wave took to get to the other end and
counted how many waves were created when moving the slinky at each speed. Students then
contributed their small group data to a class-wide spreadsheet and used Excel to find averages,
order their data, and spot outliers. These uses of data practices better reflect the computational
or numerical nature of the CT framework and show a contrast with the mostly qualitative appli-
cations of “data” that we saw in the first year of our project.

8.2.2 | Simulations

The way teachers used Simulation practices also demonstrate a shift toward a computational
perspective. Specifically, in Year 2, 17 of the 23 lessons where teachers claimed their students
engaged in using computational simulations were referring to an activity that included a com-
putational simulation. Clearly, the conflation between computational simulations and physical
or non-computational models we saw in Year 1 was less pronounced in this second year. Some
examples of these lessons included using PhET simulations for students to explore friction and
gravity; an online planetarium simulation where students could identify constellations;
and platforms where students could create their own electric circuits with batteries, light bulbs,
and voltmeters.

Some teachers also explicitly showed an understanding of the differences between the
affordances of computational simulations and those of other types of models like physical repre-
sentations. Particularly, teachers saw value in simulations as they allowed students to explore
invisible or hard-to-illustrate scientific phenomena. For example, a pre-service teacher reflected
on how the simulations she explored would help students “explore organisms (and ecosystems)
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that aren't accessible to kids” (R05). Another teacher—whose wave lesson is described above—
used a computational simulation and a physical model in her lesson to teach different aspects
of waves. When reflecting on the benefits of the computational version, she noticed that the
physical model (coil springs) was prone to issues like tangling and would sometimes make
waves inconsistent or hard to measure. On the other hand, the computational simulation “can
go on slow motion/rewind your steps and you can control more” with them. She indicated she
would focus more on the computational simulation next time she taught the lesson.

Our decisions around language use in the framework may have contributed to these
improvements in teachers' application of CT practice labels. The inclusion of more computa-
tional versions of each practice may also be related to our decision to differentiate CT from sci-
entific inquiry and more typical elementary science practices. This differentiation was
emphasized by the research team when discussing the framework and likely contributed to
more teachers conceptualizing each practice from a computational perspective.

8.3 | Affordance 2: Centralized CT definition

A second affordance our framework provided was the centralization of CT definitions. Because
CT is a contested term and we provided teachers with frameworks from different perspectives
in Year 1, participants felt confused on the nature and boundaries of CT. Creating and using
one consistent framework throughout Year 2 provided a centralized resource that teachers and
researchers could reference when designing CT-infused science lessons.

The benefits of this centralized definition were evident during lesson co-design sessions. In
these, teachers determined whether the activities they were suggesting would engage students
in CT by going over the framework and assessing whether students would enact those practices.
For example, a group of teachers designing a lesson where students would program a Code-
a-Pillar to help it “obtain food and avoid predators” had a conversation about which practices
students would engage in:

Teacher 1: …at least the Creating step by step instructions, which you just said under
programming. And the Coding and programming.

Teacher 2: Then I feel like it would be the last one [Test, adjust to improve, retest,
readjust to improve] too, because they have to like, try it and see if—is it
going to get to where I want it to get?

Teacher 1: I feel like it's almost everything on here [Programming practices], because
you’re breaking it down too when you’re programming it, right?

These conversations around the framework practices were common in co-design sessions
and allowed teachers to clearly determine whether their lesson plans would engage students in
CT practices. As described above, they also provided researchers with opportunities to clarify
how those practices were defined (also see Cabrera, Byrne, Killen, et al., 2021).

Some teachers also reflected on the benefits of having a unique resource for CT. For exam-
ple, a pre-service teacher pointed to the framework as a helpful conceptual tool: “I really like
the resources telling us what websites to look on, especially that image [framework] that you
gave us on what computational thinking consists of” (R42). Other participants specifically men-
tioned the CT practices in the framework as part of the “tools and ideas that they would bring
back to their classroom” in written reflections. These testimonies suggest that teachers
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appreciated having a centralized resource for CT, as they were able to reference its practices
during lesson co-design sessions with researchers.

To be clear, the first affordance we presented is to promote discussion around the bound-
aries of CT practices, while the second is to centralize how CT is defined. We do not intend to
make the claim that these conversations or our unique CT definition had a specific impact on
teachers' understanding of CT. Our point is that the framework and the wording of its practices
provided concrete opportunities to discuss the boundaries of CT practices as they applied to
classroom activities and to provide a consistent tool for lesson design.

9 | CHALLENGE 1: SINGLE PRACTICE INTEGRATION

A challenge we encountered when implementing our framework with teachers was the integra-
tion of a single CT practice into science lessons, as opposed to a more holistic approach to inte-
gration. Although most teachers were able to integrate CT practices into their lesson plans, we
noticed that some of these applications were instances of single CT practices. This tendency to
integrate a single practice was most prominent in cases where teachers integrated the practices
of Using Computational Simulations or Coding. We use the case of computational simulations
to illustrate this challenge.

Out of the 17 lessons that integrated Simulation practices, 8 of them integrated only Compu-
tational Simulations. A lesson that illustrates this single practice integration started by asking
students to discuss different ideas that they have about stars. It continued by showing students
two educational videos on stars, their brightness, and their relative distance to Earth. Then, the
students engaged in a computational simulation where they were able to zoom in and out of
the Milky Way and use their computer mouse to change the angle of observation showing and
hiding different stars. Finally, as an assessment, students completed a written reflection on
what they had learned.

These instances of integration of a single simulation practice may be due to the low barriers
of using simulations in the classroom. Teachers appreciated having free resources that students
could explore on their own without requiring extensive teacher support. In focus groups, in-
service teachers described simulations as the “simplest way to jump off the boat” (M1) in terms
of CT integration and easy to connect to the curriculum because “they are already written for
you” (M7) and “you can find one for any topic” (M3).

While we were encouraged to see how many teachers had found relevant computational
simulations to integrate into their lessons, we lamented the missed opportunities to integrate
other CT practices that could make those experiences more meaningful and better integrated.
We elaborate on how to promote more holistic integrations of CT later in the paper.

9.1 | Challenge 2: Balancing computational perspectives with
accessible language

One of the most pervasive challenges that arose from using our framework with teachers was
the use of language around CT practices. We found that our rewording attempts had mixed
results, achieving our intended goal with some groups of CT practices and creating new difficul-
ties with others.
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9.1.1 | A stronger computational perspective

Our framework aimed to nuance the meaning of “data” to indicate that, from a computational
perspective, data should mean information that can be represented and/or analyzed by a com-
puter. As described in our first affordance, we saw a shift toward a computational perspective
in how teachers described data practices in their lessons in Year 2. However, some lesson plans
from our second year of implementation also showed that some teachers were still likely to call
students recording simple qualitative observations—which can rarely be interpreted by a com-
putational agent—as falling under the bigger term of engaging with CT data practices.

For example, a teacher designed a lesson where 2nd grade students compared the physical
characteristics of materials like felt, cotton balls, pencils, paper clips, and sandpaper. Students
ordered materials along different dimensions like strength, flexibility, and texture. In her reflec-
tion, the teacher considered this activity as engaging students in “using data by recording and
analyzing observable properties” (R04). While this activity met the science objective of making
observations, these practices were not enacted with a computational perspective as they did not
use computational devices, considered how a computer could interpret the data, nor deter-
mined a procedure for data collection or analysis that could be supported by computers.

9.1.2 | Generalization of programming practices

On the other hand, we found an interesting overcompensation effect when analyzing how
teachers integrated programming practices from our framework. Because we wanted to make
programming less intimidating for teachers, our framework strived to avoid using technical jar-
gon and make programming practices more understandable for educators without a back-
ground in computer science. However, our analysis indicates that this rephrasing strategy may
have led some teachers to apply programming practices labels to non-computational activities
that may distort their essence. Specifically, 8 of the 18 lessons where teachers claimed to inte-
grate programming practices took a broad interpretation of those practices that did not retain a
computational perspective.

For instance, we saw some teachers use the labels of practices like Breaking down problems
into smaller parts to describe typical processes in science instruction without a computational
perspective. An example is a participant using this practice to describe an activity where stu-
dents learned about recycling and sorted different trash items into bins to be reduced, reused,
or recycled. The sorting process was not broken down into parts that a computational agent
could help solve, nor was a systematic process (algorithm) developed to apply to each new item
of trash. Instead, students compared each item to a list of characteristics that should go in each
bin and then made these decisions with a partner. Nevertheless, the teacher labeled this activity
as engaging students in CT: “Students were able to break the problem into smaller parts—easier
to manage problems” (R56). These applications of programming practices seemed to be devoid
of a connection to computing.

9.1.3 | Mixed results across groups of CT practices

The challenge of teachers applying programming practices without a computational perspective
seems to contradict our first affordance, where teachers applied data practices in more
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computational ways. We suspect that these two seemingly opposite findings stem from our
compromises in framework language. While we strove to differentiate CT from scientific
inquiry, those efforts centered around data practices, which were most often conflated with sci-
entific inquiry practices in Year 1. This led to more precise descriptions of data practices with a
computational perspective, possibly explaining the changes we saw on the use of those prac-
tices. On the other hand, we tried to make programming practices more accessible for teachers
who were unfamiliar with computer science technical language. Therefore, the language of
these practices became less precise from a computational perspective, possibly explaining some
of the uses of programming practices we saw in Year 2. Below, we provide suggestions for using
this framework—including ways to strike a good balance to differentiate CT from scientific
inquiry while making computational perspectives accessible for teachers.

A final piece of evidence that illustrates the challenge of balancing computational perspec-
tives with accessible language regards teachers' integration of systems thinking practices. In the
lesson plans where teachers claimed to integrate systems thinking practices into their lessons in
Year 2, they again mostly referred to activities that involved exploring a scientific phenomenon
that could be considered a “system” but ignored the quantifiable and numerical focus we
intended to stress in the framework.

For example, teachers described lessons where students watched videos about “systems” like
planets rotating around the sun, the seasonal cycle, and devices inspired by animal characteris-
tics as engaging students in systems thinking CT practices. These instances of CT integration
show that our efforts to describe systems thinking practices in ways that teachers can under-
stand but retain a computational perspective may not have been successful.

Our analyses and available data do not allow us to systematically determine why teachers
ignored or overlooked the quantifiable aspect of these practices, but a discussion during a lesson
co-design session suggests that it may be related to perceptions of developmental appropriate-
ness and math ability. In this conversation, a researcher provided an example of the practice
Considering numerical relationships within a system where students would see a numerical rela-
tionship between number of fish and number of food sources available each year. The teachers
recognized that students could interpret a graph going “up or down” but that adding numbers
would be ineffective because “they are not with proportions yet.”

10 | FRAMEWORK USE CONSIDERATIONS

As this article presents the first implementation of our framework and the affordances and chal-
lenges it provided in two educational environments for teachers, we make recommendations
for those interested in using the framework in their own work with teachers. These consider-
ations aim to counter the challenges and build on the affordances we identified above.

10.1 | Aim for holistic integration

The categorization of CT into practices in our framework can make it seem like integrating CT
means integrating any of the practices in the framework. In our work, we saw some teachers
integrate single practices and sometimes focus on whether an activity “counted” as CT. As
described in challenge #1, about half of teachers who integrated CT through simulations only
integrated the practice of Using computational simulations. We saw a similar pattern within the
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practice of Coding, where teachers integrated only a single, simple coding activity into their
lesson.

Angeli et al. (2016), in their framework of CT teacher knowledge, similarly describe how
teachers, when enacting the framework, should aim to minimize “compartmentalization and
fragmentation” (p. 51). The authors argue that, because CT is a complex skill, students would
benefit from engaging with CT through activities that allow them to practice that skill in com-
plex ways. Specifically, they recommend using real-life issues to contextualize CT activities and
sequencing activities in increasing complexity. We agree with Angeli et al.'s emphasis on holis-
tic integration. Because CT is meant to be used in investigations of scientific phenomena, we
think it is best if teachers aim to integrate multiple practices in their lessons, particularly if they
create activities where one practice can support another. And, importantly, teacher educators
should try to guide teachers in understanding how practices relate to each other, as they weave
through multiple activities and grade levels.

For example, integrations of computational simulations could also include practices like col-
lecting and analyzing data that comes from that simulation. In higher grades, students could
also assess computational simulations to think about how it represents the scientific phenome-
non. Teachers could also help students see how the simulations operate by defining numerical
relationships between different factors of the system they simulate. Teachers could further inte-
grate programming practices by allowing students to explore simulations in programming plat-
forms like Scratch where they can “see inside” and edit those simulations to make them more
complex or accurate.

10.2 | Stress computational perspectives

The framework practices can be interpreted in varied ways. The challenge of “balancing compu-
tational perspectives with accessible language” shows that teacher educators who use the
framework should consider this balance carefully. The issue of teachers interpreting the prac-
tices without a computational perspective was most common in uses of the word “data” and in
some applications of programming practices as described above. Here, we recommend that
instructors or facilitators stress computational perspectives when using the framework.

This guidance comes from the transformational goals of CT and the kinds of CT applications
we saw from teachers when they did not adopt a computational perspective. Because the goal of
CT integration is to prepare students to understand and leverage computing as a way to engage
with science content, we believe stressing a computational perspective is more likely to achieve
that goal. The lessons where teachers did not adopt a computational perspective and instead
interpreted data and programming practices more broadly seemed to resemble typical science
instruction and were therefore less likely to be transformational.

This issue is especially delicate at the elementary level, where some of the instances of col-
lecting and analyzing qualitative data or “unplugged” programming activities would be consid-
ered by others as a valid enactment of CT. To be clear, we support these practices in the
elementary science classroom because they are integral to science education—regardless of
whether they warrant a label of “CT practice.” However, in order to enact change in how
students engage with science to integrate CT, teachers (and teacher educators) need a clear dis-
tinction between what is “preparing students for a computational world” and what is business-
as-usual. We believe that stressing a computational perspective can help make this distinction.
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At the core of this issue is a definitional problem: how do we know which applications of
these practices “count” as CT? The challenge of differentiating CT from scientific inquiry we
encountered suggests that such judgments are not straightforward. One possible way to solve
this difficulty is to establish a clear criterion to determine whether an educational activity helps
fulfill the goal behind efforts to integrate CT. Because our arguments to integrate CT into sci-
ence instruction are based on the premise that students will need to engage with computing to
participate in modern science, our criterion would be contingent on preparing students for that
specific goal. In other words, we would ask of each lesson design: Are these activities labeled as
computational thinking preparing students to engage with computing as a way to learn science?

This guiding question could differentiate lessons that engage students in typical—albeit
valuable—scientific practices like qualitative data collection, from those that specifically pre-
pare them to engage with scientific content through CT. Of course, this criterion begs the
follow-up enquiry: how do we know whether an activity prepares a student to engage with com-
puting? A good start would be to aim toward Extend levels of integration (Waterman
et al., 2019) where CT is an integral part of “doing science” in the classroom. These experiences
should position CT as a tool that advances scientific learning while fostering student compe-
tence and confidence in computing during formative years. While we offer this position as a
starting point, we believe future research on different applications of CT and their effects on the
development of computing proficiency in children could help teacher educators make these
judgments more accurately.

10.3 | Purposefully address equitable integration

In our motivation for this work, we explained that integrating CT at the elementary science
level could promote the development of a scientific identity in all students before they make
important decisions about academic paths. We attribute that goal to the larger initiative of CT
integration into science, not to our framework design. However, the use of our framework
should explicitly consider how its implementation can promote that goal.

Our experience using the framework with teachers suggests that if teacher educators do not
specifically support teachers in integrating CT with an equity lens, teachers may inadvertently
limit their integration to students who are already perceived as exceptional (Coenraad, Mills,
et al., 2020; Coenraad, Plane, et al., 2020). For example, we observed that some teachers decided
to integrate CT practices like Coding as extensions of lessons that students who finished early
would get to engage in. These opportunities were then limited only to those students who were
academically more advanced, preventing all students from engaging in CT learning. Similarly,
some teachers opted for designating students with preexisting proficiency in computing as “stu-
dent leaders” but these students were often boys—reinforcing gender stereotypes about who
has expertise in computing.

The framework does not promote equity in CT learning opportunities by itself—it needs to
be paired with an equity approach by teachers and teacher educators. When using the frame-
work, educators should explicitly encourage teachers to integrate CT activities in ways that
leverage the cultural, linguistical, and academic competences of all their students. This is partic-
ularly important considering that girls and students of color have been traditionally underrepre-
sented in science and computing careers. By addressing equity issues and how applications of
CT can ameliorate or reinforce them, teacher educators can help teachers implement CT in a
way that provides learning opportunities for all their students.
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Overall, we believe this framework can be an important conceptual tool for teacher educa-
tors to present CT to teachers in a way that is compatible with existing scientific practices and
curricula, developmentally appropriate for elementary students, and intelligible without a com-
puter science background. However, we also believe that the framework could be improved.

11 | FRAMEWORK IMPROVEMENTS

As part of a design-based research project, the framework is not complete—it should be contin-
ually adapted and improved based on its success in guiding CT learning for teachers. Here, we
briefly suggest possible ways to improve the framework in future implementations.

Logically, these improvements are tightly related to the use suggestions we described above.
For example, a beneficial edit to the framework would be to add a visual and explicit reminder
to stress computational perspectives when applying each practice. Anecdotally, we have tried
this change in a new year of the methods course by adding an all-encompassing umbrella icon
to the framework, indicating that each practice should still fall under the “umbrella of comput-
ing.” Making this reminder visual could also help teachers differentiate between scientific
inquiry or typical science instruction and the CT applications we are promoting.

The second expansion of the framework could involve communicating how practices relate
to each other, to promote holistic integration. Teacher educators and researchers could map
how each practice provides opportunities to engage in other practices—particularly with prac-
tices from other groups. For example, we could make a clear indication that Assessing Computa-
tional Simulations could provide opportunities for Coding as students look “under the hood” to
edit the simulations they assess.

A final suggested improvement could also focus on revisiting systems thinking practices and
Assessing Computational Simulations for developmental appropriateness and intelligibility. The
compromise between scientific and computational perspectives we described resulted in prac-
tices with long names that teachers seldomly integrated. It may be possible that systems think-
ing practices are not developmentally appropriate for the elementary level (at least the lower
grades) or it may be likely that different descriptions of these practices would encourage
teachers to integrate them. Future work, informed by practitioners, could help make further
decisions on how the framework presents these practices.

12 | CONCLUSION

In this article, we described the design of a framework for the integration of CT into elementary
science to be used with teachers. Our experiences during the first year of working with elemen-
tary teachers using existing frameworks led us to create a new resource with little technical lan-
guage, clearer distinctions between CT and scientific inquiry, and only CT practices deemed
developmentally appropriate for elementary students.

Our application of the framework in two learning environments with teachers allowed us to
identify affordances and challenges of the framework. On the one hand, the resource promoted
discussions of boundaries of CT practices while centralizing CT definitions in one document—
benefit teachers highlighted as useful. On the other hand, the framework may have contributed
to non-computational applications of programming practices and was incapable of fully eradi-
cating persisting questions on the boundaries between scientific inquiry and CT—particularly
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in uses of “data” and “systems thinking.” The conceptualization of CT as a set of practices may
also have contributed to integrations of single CT practices as sufficient.

As a result, we suggest that teacher educators use this framework with important consider-
ations. We believe that, when used with those considerations, this framework can be an impor-
tant conceptual tool for teachers to understand CT and develop ways to integrate it into their
elementary science instruction.
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